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Abstract
Existing research emphasizes interdependencies between social and ecological systems in climate
change adaptation. Ecological systems are often complex and span several issues that are not
integrated in the social governance system. In order to increase the fit between social and ecological
systems, understanding factors that promote the integration of interdependent issues is crucial. In
this paper, we consider 11 issues related to flood risk management, e.g., technical flood protection
and habitat loss, which are typically addressed in different policy sectors but exhibit ecological,
functional, or geographical interdependencies. We analyze two bases for issue integration: a)
political actors connecting issues and, b) the legal framework cross-referencing issues. We propose
a network method for systematic comparisons between issue integration based on actors and
integration based on laws. For the case of Swiss flood risk management, we find that actor- and
law-based issue integration co-vary and might be self-reinforcing. We further find that issue
integration mostly rests on laws, although cases exist where actors are the main basis of integration.
Results promote our understanding of potential bases for the integration of policy issues, thereby
contributing knowledge about adaptive governance capacities in social-ecological systems that
buffer the effects of climate change.
Keywords: Policy integration, issue integration, flood risk management, adaptive governance,
network analysis, bipartite network
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1. Introduction
Climate-related extremes such as heat waves, droughts and floods are expected to increase in
intensity and frequency as a consequence of climate change following the Fifth Assessment Report
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2014). In order to buffer the effects of
such climate-related extreme events, the IPCC and scholars across disciplines call for adaptive
governance structures (IPCC 2014, Lavell et al. 2012, Dupuis and Biesbroek 2013, Neil Adger et al.
2005, Berrang-Ford et al. 2011). However, there remain many open questions about how adaptive
governance can be achieved. One important aspect of adaptive governance is policy integration
(Ansell and Gash 2008, Folke et al. 2005). Scholars emphasize the importance of cross-sectoral
policy integration where policy issues are ecologically (Bodin and Tengö 2012), geographically or
functionally inter-dependent (Ingold et al. 2018). Adapting to such existing interdependencies
enables societies to a) make use of synergies such that policies reinforce their effects across sectors,
or b) buffer negative effects of climate change in one sector through policy action in another sector.
The academic literature concludes that integrated policy sectors enhance adaptive governance
capacities (Trein et al. 2017, Rouillard et al. 2013, Mawson and Hall 2000, Biesbroek et al. 2010,
Gallopín 2006).
We define integration as the joint action on policy issues whenever issues exhibit
interdependencies. Integration occurs, for example, if a given sector takes policy issues, goals, or
instruments of adjacent policy sectors into account in order to make use of co-benefits (Giessen
2011). The concept of cross-sectoral policy integration assumes that the failure and success of
policies crucially depend on how well policies are integrated across adjacent sectors. In flood risk
management, for example, cross-sectoral policy integration plays a crucial role in sectors as diverse
as spatial planning, forest, water protection, construction, or climate change. Spatial planning that
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inhibits constructions in flood-prone areas also prevents future flooding damage along with the
need to make further investments in expensive floodwalls.
The question of how cross-sectoral policy integration operates has generated substantial research.
Two bodies of scholarship focus on different aspects of integration (Christensen and Lægreid 2007).
The first emphasizes the importance of an integrated legal framework, whereby laws or other types
of legal documents institutionalize the integration of issues across sectors. A second body of
literature focuses on actors’ activities, whereby actors take into account interdependencies among
issues. Building on these strands of literature, we explore two phenomena that might contribute to
both types of cross-sectoral policy integration. More specifically, we explore what we term lawbased issue integration (the legal framework cross-referencing issues) and actor-based issue
integration (actors working on issues). Actual policy integration involves more than the
connections between issues based on laws or actors, but the latter can be an important element for
achieving the former.
A first contribution of our paper is the joint analysis of law-based and actor-based issue integration.
The relationship between the two is potentially complex since both can mutually reinforce one
another where high (or low) levels of law- and actor-based integration are simultaneously present.
Likewise, both types of issue integration can potentially complement each other. If the legal
framework does not integrate issues across sectors, actors can still do so by considering
interdependent issues within their work portfolios, or vice versa. We analyze this relationship using
an empirical analysis of flood risk management in Switzerland—a country that is likely to be
strongly affected by climate change-induced floods in the future (FOEN 2014).
In our second contribution we explore a way to quantitatively assess both types of issue integration.
The significance of most existing studies on policy integration lies in their qualitative case
contributions, but systematic comparisons are rare (notable exceptions include Ekstrom et al. 2009,
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Young 2002). By contrast, we assess law- and actor-based integration by means of combining two
datasets. The first dataset serves to quantify law-based integration between issues. Here, we coded
the occurrence of a set of flood relevant issues in legislative texts (laws and ordinances) across a
wide range of policy sectors. The second dataset captures actor-based integration. We gathered data
on actors in a nation-wide survey in order to assess the activity profiles of a broad set of
organizational actors central to Swiss flood governance. Combining both datasets, we represent the
integration of issues as networks (Bodin 2009, Ekstrom et al. 2009, Bodin and Nohrstedt 2016),
whereby the degree to which issues can be connected varies, either by joint laws or joint actors.
Our third contribution is that we complement the literature on social-ecological fit, which argues
that integration in the environmental system should be reflected in the integration of the social
system (e.g., Bodin 2017, Bodin 2009, Young et al. 2006, Gallopín 2006). Our paper contributes to
the fit literature by analyzing the social bases, including laws and actors, for issue-integration.

2. Theory
Policies are often organized into separate sectors, such as trade, foreign affairs, or environmental
protection. A policy sector is defined as including all policies and actors “concerned with
formulating, advocating, and selecting courses of action to solve that domain’s problem” (Knoke
1994, p. 279). Policy sectors are typically specialized on one or a few policy issues. We define policy
issues as societal problems addressed by means of political solutions. Issues are often interdependent
across policy sectors, such that causes or effects of issues interact with issues of other policy sectors.
Due to these interdependencies, scholars advocate for cross-sectoral policy integration.
Policy sectors are reflected in the organizational structure of governmental and bureaucratic units,
as well as in the legal structure (e.g. environmental law, industrial law, etc.). The resulting
“pillarization” creates an ordered structure with clear competences, defined rules of the game, and
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specialized expertise (Peters 2015). However, where policy issues cut across traditional
responsibilities, the pillarization or “siloization” of the public sector can lead to policy failures
(Howlett and Ramesh 2014).
A growing body of literature therefore deals with policy integration, which should increase
synergies, learning opportunities, and coordination across policy sectors (Poteete 2012, Gerber et
al. 2009). Policy integration should also avoid policies with contradicting goals (Howlett and Rayner
2007), and, more generally, negative spillover effects from one sector to another (Tosun and Lang
2017, Biermann et al. 2009), thus resulting in synergetic, effective and legitimate policy solutions
(Schaffrin et al. 2015, Hou and Brewer 2010, Nilsson and Eckerberg 2007). Although scholars agree
on the value of policy integration, the academic debate on cross-sectoral policy integration lacks
universal language (Visseren-Hamakers 2015). Literature overviews by Tosun and Lang (2017),
Visseren-Hamakers (2015), or Trein et al. (2017) reveal immense diversity in terminology and
approaches. In general, studies highlight two distinct aspects of cross-sectoral policy integration: an
integrated legal framework and actors’ integration activity.

2.1 An integrated legal framework
The presence of an integrated legal framework is often housed under the label of policy integration
(for instance Lafferty and Hovden (2003), Lenschow (2002), Nilsson and Nilsson (2005), Pierson
and Leibfried (1995)). The term policy has to be understood in terms of policy content, i.e. political
solutions to societal problems, which are typically adopted in laws or other types of legal
documents. Laws tend to pertain to a specific policy sector (e.g. water protection law, energy law,
etc.), which results in a regulatory system that institutionalizes sectoral pillarization. In order to
address the segregation of policy sectors, a literature on integrated policies emerged (Howlett and
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Ramesh 2014, Grabosky 1995, Gunningham et al. 1998, Gunningham and Sinclair 1991,
Gunningham and Young 1997).
Scholars following the policy-centered approach to cross-sectoral integration have also employed
the label of boundary-spanning policy regimes (May et al. 2011, Jochim and May 2010), functional
regulatory space (Varone et al. 2013), environmental mainstreaming (Biermann et al. 2009, Fiona
et al. 2012), or environmental policy integration (Nilsson and Eckerberg 2007, Jordan and Lenschow
2010). The common focus of these literatures is their reference to an integrated legal framework,
i.e., laws or other types of legal documents, that regulates several interdependent policy issues.
More specifically, the respective literature aims at identifying policies that support one another in
the pursuit of a common goal and thereby create co-benefits across sectors.

2.2 Integrated activities of actors
Another body of literature focuses on the importance of interactions among actors of different
levels, policy sectors, or private and public spheres to integrate interdependent policy issues. Tosun
and Lang (2017) define policy integration as the collaboration of actors from different policy sectors
with the common goal to solve a policy issue. The following concepts are in this line of thought:
collaborative and polycentric governance (Bodin et al. 2016, McGinnis 1999), the ecology of games
(Lubell 2013, Lubell et al. 2014, Dutton et al. 2012), integrated management (Aubin and Varone
2004, Hering and Ingold 2012, Muller 2010), linked or overlapping subsystems (Hoberg and
Morawski 2008, Jones and Jenkins-Smith 2009), horizontal governance (Giessen 2011), or policy
coordination (Bolleyer 2011). The whole-of-government (Trein et al. 2017, Kickbusch 2010,
Humpage 2005) and joined-up government approaches (Clark 2002, Hood 2005) also take an actorcentered perspective and emphasize the importance of integrating administrative agencies, their
work portfolios, or their procedures of cooperation.
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These literatures commonly claim that policy integration concerns the degree to which various
actors are jointly involved in policymaking or implementation of interdependent issues. From an
actor-centered perspective, policymaking and implementation are collective results of decisions
and actions of multiple actors who interact with one another (Schneider 2014). As actors decide on
and implement policies, they are the ones that integrate interdependent policy issues in order to
develop integrated policy solutions (Jordan and Lenschow 2010, Nilsson and Eckerberg 2007,
Eckerberg and Nilsson 2013).

2.3 Two bases for issue integration: laws and actors
Drawing on the presented literatures, law- and actor-based issue integration can be conceptualized
as important bases for cross-sectoral policy integration. This conceptualization builds on the idea
of social-ecological systems (Bodin and Tengö 2012), where linkages can exist a) within the social
system, b) within the ecological system or c) crossing social-ecological systems. In this paper, we
focus on the latter type of linkages, which we consider bases for cross-sectoral policy integration.
Cross-sectoral policy integration, as we conceptualize it, is as a phenomenon within the social
systems where laws are integrated or actors collaborate. This paper explores the linkages between
the social system (actors or laws) and the ecological system (issues). We consider these linkages two
bases for cross-sectoral policy integration and, based on these reflections use the terminology lawand actor-based issue integration.

2.4 How law-based and actor-based integration relate to one another
Law- and actor-based integration relate to one another in a complex way. An integrated legal
framework can encourage actors to integrate issues across policy sectors, and policy actors can
design integrated laws that take issues from other sectors into consideration.
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There is a vast literature demonstrating that “institutions matter” for guiding actors’ behavior in
policy-making (Aoki 2011, Lijphart 2012, Ostrom 1990). Whenever laws integrate issues across
sectors, they institutionally mandate or incentivize actors to conceive of issues as interdependent
and to address those issues in an integrated fashion (Clark 2002). For example, the Swiss Hydraulic
Engineering Act (HEA) concentrates on an infrastructure-based approach to flood protection, e.g.
through protective constructions, corrections, or containment structures. Nevertheless, the HEA
also stipulates that spatial planning should be prioritized to infrastructure-based approaches of flood
risk management. The HEA constitutes an integrated legal framework as it integrates issues across
sectors, i.e., hydraulic engineering and spatial planning. Actors of those two sectors are more likely
to coordinate their activities compared to a situation where the HEA would not address both issues.
Conversely, whenever policies do not mention two issues in tandem, actors are more likely to
follow suit and consider issues separately. One of the consequences of New Public Management
reforms includes an increasing specialization and fragmentation of policy sectors (Christensen and
Lægreid 2007, Trein et al. 2017, Guy 1998, Perri et al. 1999). This differentiation of public policies
into single and independent sectors has also promoted specialization of political actors. Specialized
decision-makers, in turn, negotiate and adopt single-sector legislation, which again reinforces a
fragmentation into independent policy sectors. Such a self-reinforcing circle of processes results in
a pillarized legal framework with no incentives or guidelines for actors to jointly deal with
interdependent issues.
Based on these ideas, we present a typology of law-based and actor-based integration in Table 1
below. The diagonal in Table 1 refers to no integration, where both law- and actor-based integration
are absent (bottom left); and to strong integration, where both are present (top right).
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Law-based integration

Actor based-integration

High
Low

Low

High

Dominance of lawbased integration
No integration

Strong integration
Dominance of actor-based
integration

Table 1: Typology of law- and actor-based issue integration

2.5 Dominance of law- or actor-based integration
In some cases, the degree of law-based integration might not be reflected in a similarly low or high
level of actor-based integration, and vice versa. In Table 1, such scenarios correspond to the cases
lying on the off-diagonal from bottom right (dominance of actor-based integration) to top left
(dominance of law-based integration).
Even if the legal framework is pillarized, leadership can initiate integration across different sectoral
policy goals and thereby foster policy coherence (Tosun and Lang 2017, May et al. 2005). Such
leadership in actor-based integration comes with transaction costs, because capital, know-how, and
personnel resources must first be invested in order for integration across sectors to manifest
(Hileman and Bodin 2018). While most actors are likely to refrain from high transaction costs,
single actors can nevertheless play a key role here. Single actors can effectively induce new impulses
to policymaking processes or promote the integration across actors or issues (Christopoulos and
Ingold 2015, Mintrom and Norman 2009). Such actors – also conceived of as brokers – bridge issues
across sectors that would otherwise remain disconnected (Gould and Fernandez 1989, Wasserman
and Faust 2009, Christopoulos and Ingold 2015, Angst et al. 2018).
Conversely, strong law-based integration can exist in the presence of only low levels of actor-based
integration. Policy sectors tend to attract actors with specialized profiles regarding educational
backgrounds, mindsets, or goals. For example, actors working on environmental protection tend to
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maintain differing goals, beliefs, and education from actors promoting economic growth. As a
result, policy sectors can resemble silos, populated by specialized actors who focus on addressing
sector-specific issues (Huxham and Vangen 2000).

3. Case and Data
3.1 Climate change and flood protection in Switzerland
This article examines climate adaptation policies (Dupuis and Biesbroek 2013, Neil Adger et al.
2005, Berrang-Ford et al. 2011) by focusing on flood risk management in Switzerland—a country
in which climate change-induced floods are projected to cause a high level of concern in the future
(FOEN 2014). Additionally, Switzerland has a long history of floods and flood risk management to
draw upon (FOWG 2003). Flood policies developed from technical, construction-focused
approaches and have since developed into integrated, regional-planning strategies that allow
sufficient space for bodies of water during times of flooding (FOWG 2001, FOWG 2002). As a
consequence of these developments, specialized actors and legislation exist together under the claim
that they represent cross-sectoral integration. The logic behind this claim is that policy integration,
more so than silo-approaches, creates resilience and thereby buffers the effects of climate-related
extreme events (FOWG 2001, FOWG 2002).
Policy integration creates resilience against flood risks due to strong spatial and sectoral
interdependencies of flood risk management. For example, building floodwalls in one part of a
stream will increase flood risks in others. Likewise, policy action in one particular sector can
significantly affect whether or not another sector achieves its goals. Due to these interdependencies,
coordinating policies across sectors is an essential element of flood risk management.
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3.2 Identification of relevant flood risk management issues
For this study, we identified a list of 11 issues relevant to Swiss flood risk management from a larger
set of topics pertaining to Swiss water governance. The topics originate in a research project on
Swiss water governance that gathered a complete set of all water-relevant issues through a bottomup procedure based on a document analysis (Brandenberger et al. 2015). More specifically, the list
of issues was identified by analyzing newspaper articles and parliamentary protocols related to the
three keywords: water, lake, and waterbody. Keywords served to identify articles in documents
pertaining to water issues. Documents include newspaper articles from the Swiss quality newspaper
Neue Zürcher Zeitung and parliamentary protocols retrieved from the database of the Swiss
Parliament (Curia Vista). Both document types were coded for the year 2013, and, for the specific
water-related issues that they covered. The resulting list of 56 issues covers all aspects of water
governance. Out of these issues, we selected a subset that is of particular relevance to flood risk
management. Table 2 provides an overview and brief description of each one. Table A1 in the
Appendix displays the complete set of issues and the selection of flood-related issues considered for
this article.

Issue

Description and relation to flood risk management

Habitat loss

Loss or degradation of aquatic habitats (it can occur, for example,
due to the construction of flood prevention measures such as dams).

Delimitation of

Watercourse corridors refer to the legal concept of the space around

watercourse corridors

a waterbody. The intent is to protect the waterbody, among others,
from degradation due to construction activities. Corridors also
protect constructions from floods due to the space they allocate to
water.

Hydropower operation

The operation of hydropower facilities has consequences for flood

impacts

risk management, for example, due to the retention capacities of
dams built for hydropower generation, hydropeaking or water level
regulation.
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Revitalization

Revitalization measures (the restoration of rivers to what is
perceived as a more natural state) can increase retention capacities
of rivers, but can also lead to conflicts with technical, constructionfocused flood protection measures.

Biotope conservation

Similar to revitalization, the conservation of biotopes (e.g., for
amphibians) can increase retention capacities, but can also conflict
with technical flood protection (e.g., flood walls).

Dam safety

Ensuring the safety against floods or other hazards of large dams
constructed for hydropower operation.

Drainage planning

Plans that municipalities must adopt regarding their water
management, which includes aspects of discharge capacities in the
case of heavy rain.

Flood risk maps

Maps that indicate areas at risk of flooding in order to create
awareness of the likelihood of flooding among inhabitants,
construction firms or authorities.

Lake regulation

Regulation of water levels in Swiss lakes plays an important role in
attenuating the impacts of floods, but faces trade-offs regarding the
impacts of lake level changes on ecosystems and shipping.

Flood protection

General plans and strategies regarding flood protection.

concept
Technical flood
protection

Installation and servicing of engineered measures such as dams or
sediment traps.

Table 2. Flood-related issues included in the study

3.3 Data on occurrence of issues in the legal framework and actor activity
We rely on two sources of data on Swiss flood risk management. First, we assess where issues are
mentioned in the legal framework. Secondly, we measure where issues occur within the portfolios
of activities carried out by different actors involved in Swiss flood risk management.
For the occurrence of issues in the legal framework, we analyze 18 national-level and 17 cantonallevel laws effective in 2017. We compiled an inventory of Swiss laws relevant for flood risk
management by resorting to government reports (FOEN 2013, FOWG 2001, FOWG 2002), by
analyzing the content of relevant Swiss legislation (online legal texts are available at www.admin.ch
or www.lexfind.ch), and by consulting previous research on Swiss flood protection policies
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(Schnitter 1992, Zaugg and Stern 2006). The identified laws cover sectors related to flood risk
management including spatial planning, forests, water protection, construction, hydraulic
engineering, and insurance policies. The inclusion of cantonal-level laws is crucial in the context
of the federal setting of Switzerland, where a strong principle of subsidiarity promotes the
delegation of authority to the cantons for many policy issues including flood risk management. As
a representative example of the cantonal level, we chose the canton of Bern due to its large size and
high diversity of flood-related challenges (mountainous areas with small and large rivers,
avalanches, and mudslides, as well as agricultural, industrial, and housing areas close to large rivers
and lakes with alluvial zones). We chose laws that were in force in 2017, because they reflect the
legal framework with which actors complied when surveyed in 2016-2017.
We applied a systematic coding procedure to manually code the occurrence of the 11 flood-related
policy issues appearing in each article of the relevant cantonal and national laws.
Our coding resulted in an occurrence matrix that specifies whether each issue occurred in every
law.
To assess the ways in which issues occur within the set of actors’ activities, we analyzed data
gathered in a nation-wide online survey among actors in water governance. Actors surveyed
included organizations from an array of societal sectors, including administrative agencies on
various jurisdictional levels, municipalities, civil society organizations, service providers, and
engineering firms. These actors were identified using the same bottom-up, inductive data gathering
procedure used to identify the issues described above (and in more detail in Brandenberger et al.

2015).
One important decision in preparing the actor data is the aggregation level of organizations. Large
organizations can have several levels of sub-organizational units; for example, a section within a
division of an organization. We decided to aggregate to the second level in order to reflect both
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intra-organizational differences and a sufficient level of decision-making power. Where suborganizational units are present at the third level in the dataset (i.e., a section in our terminology),
the responses of these units are aggregated to the second level (i.e., a division in our terminology).
In cases where someone answered for the whole organization (but individual divisions also
answered), these higher-level responses were removed from the dataset to avoid ambiguity.
The first survey round with the actors was conducted in the summer of 2016. The survey made use
of snowball sampling to identify previously unidentified actors, which allowed a second survey
round to be conducted in the spring of 2017. Overall, the survey was sent out to 476 organizations,
of which 313 participated (response rate for the initial and snowballing rounds were 69 and 64
percent, respectively). The survey asked organizations to indicate issues in water governance they
had regularly encountered in water projects carried out in the three years preceding 2016, given a
list of 56 different issues (which were identified as described above). 203 organizations indicated
that they had been involved in at least one out of the 11 issues related to flood risk management,
on which we focus in this paper. These results enabled us to construct an occurrence matrix
capturing the specific activity pattern of each actor, representing the portfolio of flood-related
issues they consider in their work.

4. Methods
The analyses can be replicated using data and scripts hosted in the online open repository:
https://doi.org/10.25678/0000zz. We measure law-based issue integration by means of the cooccurrence of issues in the same law (see top part of Figure 1). In order to do so, we multiplied the
raw rectangular occurrence matrix of issues across articles with its transpose to generate a cooccurrence matrix. We then normalized this matrix by calculating Ochiai similarities between
issues, which enabled us to address some of the problems common to co-occurence data based on
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text analysis, namely the skewness of the data (some issues occur disproportionally more often) and
the presence of a majority of zeros in the matrices (Zhou and Leydesdorff 2015).
To measure issue integration based on actor activity, we again construct a co-occurrence matrix of
issues, but this time based on the ways in which issues co-occur within the portfolio of activities of
individual actors (see bottom part of Figure 1). In order to carry out this measurement, we
understand the rectangular occurrence matrix that specifies how issues occur in each actor’s activity
portfolio as a bipartite graph between issues and actors (see left part of Figure 1). We project this
graph onto a unipartite, weighted graph of associations between issues (see right part of Figure 1)
as developed in Newman (2001). The substantive reason for choosing this transformation method
by Newman is that it more heavily weighs issue-issue associations by specialized organizations that
connect fewer issues. Brokering organizations, however, which are active across many issues, are
also taken into account but their contribution to issue-issue integration is less heavily weighted.
The assumption here is that evidence of issue integration based on the activity of specialized
organizations more accurately captures the most important forms of issue integration. Brokering
organizations, by contrast, are given less importance, because they may create spurious associations
between unrelated issues due to their broad activity profiles. Finally, we take the adjacency matrix
of this graph, specifying the relations between issues over the activity portfolios of all actors, as an
analogue to the co-occurrence matrix computed to represent associations between issues in legal
texts.
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Figure 1: Operationalization of law-based and actor-based issue integration. Projection of bipartite
(left) onto unipartite (right) graph.

Two square, symmetric matrices thus describe the degree of integration between every pair of the
11 included issues in our study for issue integration based on the legal framework and on actor
activity, respectively. In order to compare both matrices, we further scaled them to range between
zero and one using a scale-invariant linear transformation that preserves the distribution of both
measures. For the actual comparison (see Figure 1), we subtract the matrix specifying actor-based
integration from the matrix specifying law-based integration. The operation results in a third
square, symmetric matrix, which measures the combination of law- and actor-based integration.
Given a pair of issues, this form of measurement has a substantial interpretation. Values close to
zero indicate a correspondence between law- and actor-based integration, where high or low issue
integration in actor activity correlates with equally high or low integration in the legal framework.
Negative values indicate that the integration based on actor activity is stronger than law-based
integration. A positive measure indicates that law-based integration exceeds integration observed
in actor activity.
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To increase confidence in our descriptive analysis, we also statistically modeled the association of
integration in the legal framework with integration in actor activity, while controlling for other
factors that might influence this relationship. Our main modeling goal was to measure the
remaining amount of association between law- and actor-based issue integration once we controlled
for a host of other factors we expected to, in theory, influence the distribution of an actor's attention
to different issues (see Appendix B further details). To this end, we directly modeled the activity
patterns of all actors in the form of a bipartite network of actor-issue ties. We utilized a bipartite
exponential random graph model (ERGM) for this purpose.

5. Results and discussion
Results in Figures 2 and 3 graphically illustrate that both law- and actor-based issue integration
play a role in Swiss flood risk management. Further, the results of our statistical modeling (reported
in the appendix, section A.2) let us conclude that the association between our measures for both
bases of integration is unlikely to be random, nor can it be completely explained by other factors
endogenous to the data-generating process or based on actor attributes. These results are evidenced
by a large and statistically significant partial correlation between our measures of law-based and
actor-based issue integration (see Figure A1 in the appendix).

5.1 Law-based integration
Figure 2 highlights issue integration by laws. The circles in Figure 2 depict various flood-related
issues and a tie denotes that an article in a law regulates both issues. The thickness of ties represents
the number of laws integrating two issues. The thicker the ties, the stronger the law-based
integration across issues. For example, Figure 2 portrays an association in the legal framework
between the issues of revitalization (top right) and technical flood protection (bottom left), which
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present two fundamentally different approaches to flood risk management. The former pertains to
providing more space for water, while the latter denotes limiting space for watercourses through
constructions. If these fundamentally different—but interdependent— approaches to flood risk
management are not coordinated, incoherence arises that increases vulnerability to flood events.
More precisely, flood walls along one part of a river increase flood pressure on other parts of the
river, especially if these other parts have been revitalized. This example points to an integrated legal
framework in which interdependent issues are regulated in the same article of a law in order to
promote coherences across different approaches to flood risk management.
The legal framework also indicates that articles of laws often integrate those issues that are already
very similar in nature. For example, the issues ‘flood risk maps’ and ‘flood protection concepts’
display a strong degree of integration. Both are planning tools: flood risk maps preventively inform
the population, planners, or the economy about flood-prone areas; flood protection concepts denote
measures of defensive disaster risk management in cases of acute floods, i.e., alarming and
emergency plans, monitoring of water levels, or registries of protective infrastructures. Other issue
pairs that exhibit comparably strong integration ties include revitalization and biotope
conservation, or biotope conservation and hydropower operation impacts. Both issue pairs parallel
one another in the sense that they cover environmental concerns.
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Figure 2: Law-based issue integration

5.2 Actor-based integration
Figure 3 illustrates issue integration based on actors’ activities. Thick ties in Figure 3 highlight those
issues that are comparably strongly integrated by actors. Three issues stand out with particularly
thick ties among them: technical flood protection, flood risk maps, and flood protection concepts.
Actors are especially active in integrating these three issues pairwise. Similarly, actors integrate the
issue pair of biotope conservation and revitalization.
Actors integrate some of the issues that we have previously portrayed as being integrated by laws.
For example, flood risk maps and flood protection concepts are integrated through laws in Figure
2, and likewise by actors in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Actor-based issue integration

5.3 Relating law- and actor-based integration
Figure 4 gives a systematic overview of the ways in which law- and actor-based integration relate
to one another. Light colored squares indicate a co-variance between law- and actor-based
integration corresponding to the diagonal in Table 1: With high law-based integration, actor-based
integration is high as well; and vice versa, with low law-based integration, actor-based integration
is low as well. About half of the 55 issue intersections display light colors in Figure 4. For the other
half of the issue pairs shown in Figure 4, either law- or actor-based integration dominates (dark
colored squares in Figure 4).
Blue squares indicate issue integration with stronger actor- than law-based integration. This
outcome is most visible in the issue pairs of flood risk maps and drainage planning, which both
represent planning tasks. The pairs of technical flood protection and drainage planning, or technical
flood protection and flood protection concept, portray this phenomenon as well, but to a lesser
extent. In interpreting these results, we posit that the issues may be similar enough to be integrated
within the portfolio of an actor despite a pillarized legal framework. The same proves true for
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technical flood protection and flood protection concepts (i.e., emergency planning, alarming, water
level monitoring). Those issues involve technically-oriented tasks, which actors integrate in their
portfolios even if the legal framework is pillarized. These cases suggest the existence of processes
whereby actors compensate for a lack of law-based integration, if issues are sufficiently similar.
A complementary interpretation is that we observe actor-based integration as a consequence of a
stable, or even rigid legal framework. While the legal framework is less prone to change over time,
actors can more quickly and flexibly adapt and compensate for a lack of law-based integration when
necessary.
Red squares in Figure 4 portray issue integration with higher law- than actor-based integration.
These cases indicate that actors do not integrate issues even though laws jointly mention both issues
in an article. For example, biotope conservation is more integrated with technical flood protection
by laws than by actors. Likewise, habitat loss is integrated with technical flood protection on the
level of laws, but actors refrain from integrating those issues.
An interpretation of these observations suggests that issue pairs are dissimilar in the sense that each
issue requires specialized knowledge and specific types of experts. Technical flood protection might
require engineering knowledge, while biotope conservation requires expertise in environmental
science. Experts face transaction costs when addressing issues in which they are not specialized and
are lacking relevant knowledge about the issues. Due to their specialization, actors are less likely to
integrate issues across sectors, even if those issues are legally integrated. Previous studies on
environmental and climate policy integration (Jordan and Lenschow 2010, Turnpenny et al. 2008)
refer to “bottlenecks” when describing situations in which actors’ diverging political preferences
hinder policy integration across sectors. In the context of our case, this hindrance might pertain to
specialized actors that are likely to exhibit heterogeneous educational backgrounds, together with
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diverging or even clashing beliefs or goals (Ingold and Fischer 2014, Fischer and Sciarini 2016).
Despite integration fostered by laws, these clashes may still impede actor-based integration.

Figure 4: Light colors illustrate co-variance between law- and actor-based issue integration. Blue
squares denote issue integration with stronger actor- than law-based integration; red squares denote
issue integration with stronger law- than actor-based integration.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we distinguish between two bases for cross-sectoral policy integration: law- and actorbased issue integration, with issue integration referring to the integration of interdependent issues
either through laws or actors. This specific focus on issue integration adds to the study of crosssectoral policy integration, which conceptualizes integration as a phenomenon within the social
system whereby laws can be integrated or actors can collaborate. By contrast, this paper explores
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bases for integration by analyzing the linkages between actors or laws, respectively, and issues
outside the social system. In so doing, we combine the public policy literature on policy integration
with the literature on social-ecological systems.
Our empirical analysis of Swiss flood risk management explores whether law-based and actor-based
issue integration exist, and how they relate to one another. Results reveal that, in many cases, issue
integration by actors and laws exists in parallel. Beyond co-variance, we also find issue pairs
connected by actors who integrate issues that are disconnected at the level of laws, and thereby
compensate for a pillarized legal framework. Future research could analyze the types of brokering
actors who integrate issues, although the legal framework does not institutionalize this integration.
In our analysis, we predominantly find cross-sectoral issue integration in the legal framework that
is not reflected in actors’ activities. These results give rise to two tentative hypotheses for why lawbased issue integration might dominate: First, the legal framework is stable over time. Once issue
linkages are legally established, they are maintained. Actor activity, on the other hand, is more
adaptive and prone to changes over time. In order to adapt to new governance challenges, it may
be necessary to allow for some spontaneity and flexibility such that actors, rather than laws,
integrate issues for which integration is presently needed. Actors may adapt their portfolio of issues
given their specialization, weighing the need for cross-sectoral integration against the difficulties
and transaction costs.
Secondly, we suggest that with shared beliefs, goals, or educational backgrounds across sectors,
actors are more likely to promote cross-sectoral issue integration even if the legal framework fails
to integrate issues. By contrast, heterogeneity of actors’ beliefs and goals can be an obstacle to crosssectoral issue integration to the extent that actors disrespect integration mandated and incentivized
by laws. This interpretation falls in line with a study by Candel and Biesbroek (2016) who find that
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shared beliefs promote actors’ engagement in cross-sectoral issue integration, whereas clashing
beliefs represent an obstacle for actors’ willingness to integrate, even if issues are interdependent.
There are at least three questions that our exploratory study does not address and where future
research is necessary. First, the precise mechanisms that promote issue integration either by actors
or by laws represent a black box. Future research could address the question: Under which
conditions do actors or laws commonly address interdependent issues across sectors in order to
establish cross-sectoral policy integration?
Secondly, this study could not address the question of causality—whether legal structures’ or actors’
agency drive cross-sectoral issue integration. In order to disentangle causal mechanisms, future
research will require longitudinal data. Actor-issue ties and law-issue ties would both elicit the
need for a time stamp indicating the date from which actors have been working on given issues and
laws have been regulating issues. With such longitudinal data, one could, for example, employ
relational event models (Malang et al. 2017) or temporal exponential random graph models (Robins
and Pattison 2001, Hanneke et al. 2010, Leifeld et al. 2018). By means of such models, one could
analyze whether actor-issue ties at t1 are followed by law-issue ties at t2, or vice versa. The policy
relevant rationale here is that whenever actors conceive of issues as interdependent, they are more
likely to design an integrated legal framework that institutionalizes cross-sectoral issue integration;
or, respectively, whenever laws institutionalize issue linkages at t1, actors are more likely to
conceive of issues as interdependent in their work portfolios at t2. Continuing in this line of thought,
one could also analyze whether law-issue ties (or actor-issue ties, respectively) at t1 are followed by
actor-actor collaboration ties at t2. Understanding causality here would serve to address the policyrelevant question of where to begin in promoting cross-sectoral policy integration. Should one
promote integrated legal structures first, which then incentivize actors to collaborate on
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interdependent issues? The corresponding hypothesis here is that the longer integration has been
established in the legal framework, the more likely actors are to collaborate across issues.
Thirdly, our paper complements existing research on social-ecological systems (Bodin and
Nohrstedt 2016, Bodin and Tengö 2012, Treml et al. 2015) as it deals with a second-order problem.
There exists a large body of literature on social-ecological fit, which argues that interdependencies
in the environmental system should be reflected in the integration of the social system (e.g., Bodin
2017, Bergsten et al. 2019). Social-ecological fit can be considered a first-order problem, because it
provides insights into the issues that should be integrated socially through actors or the legal
framework whenever issues exhibit interdependencies in the environmental system. In our paper,
we do not investigate whether issues should be integrated, but instead analyze linkages between
the social system (laws, actors) and the issues regulated on the ground. Future research could
combine first- and second-order problems into a comprehensive analysis of social-ecological fit,
which would provide insights into a) which issues should be integrated, and b) which bases of crosssectoral issue integration establish social-ecological linkages.
Cross-sectoral issue integration is relevant to addressing complex, interdependent policy issues
beyond the case of flood risk management in Switzerland. One of today’s most complex policy
problems is climate change adaptation and mitigation. In 2018, there were 1200 climate changerelevant laws in place in 164 countries according to the Climate Change Laws of the World Database
(http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/climate-change-laws-of-the-world/, last accessed on
May 10, 2018). As a response, legal experts posit that the current policy challenge entails integrating
this multitude of laws into a coherent framework (Nachmany et al. 2017) in order to coordinate
issues across existing laws, rather than create additional laws that potentially contradict one another
(Ekstrom and Crona 2017, p. 606, Briassoulis 2005). An integrated legal framework would promote
sound implementation by actors and thus lead to improved climate change governance. In order to
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identify the areas in which the legal framework needs to be integrated, it might be prudent to
observe the issues that actors already integrate in their activity profiles.
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Appendix A. Complete list of water governance issues in Switzerland
Issue

Flood-related

Amphibians
Biotope conservation
Floods and habitats
Revitalization
Habitat loss
Invasive species
Loss of cultivated land
Hydropower operation impacts
Hydropower construction impacts
Fish migration
Hydropower extension
Hydropower refurbishment
Small hydropower construction
Flood protection concept
Delimitation of watercourse corridors
Landscape protection
Technical flood protection
Renaturation for flood protection
Flood protection laws
Outdoor activities on water
Flood risk maps
Impact of agriculture on habitat integrity
Hydropower taxation
Hydropower profitability
Water rates
Renewables research
Geothermal energy
Water pipes refurbishment
Treatment plant refurbishment
Treatment plant construction
Reservoir construction
Water supply mergers
Drought risks
Dam safety
Shipping industry
Fracking
Protection from glacier melt
Artificial snow
Fish stocking
Pollution impact fish
Trade in water
Pollution through dumpsites
Feed-in renumeration
Energy strategy 2050

yes
yes
yes

yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

yes

yes
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Energy law revision
Fresh water powerplant
Use of glacier melt
Lake regulation
yes
Pollution impacts on aquatic habitats
Treatment plant mergers
Water supply plan
Drainage planning
yes
Micropollution
Pollution impacts of agriculture
Drinking water pollution
Large hydropower construction
Treatment plant efficiency
Water conservation
Groundwater contamination
Pollution monitoring
Impacts of environmental laws on water quality
Snow clearance
Protection of nuclear waste storage against flooding
Protection of watercourses from nuclear power plant operation
Table A1 Complete list of issues in Swiss water governance based on (Brandenberger et al. 2015)
and flood-related issues.
Note: The original set of issues made a distinction between renaturation/revitalization measures
that explicitly targeted an improved flood risk management and those that did not do so. The two
types of measures (revitalization and renaturation for flood protection) were collapsed for the
purposes of this study, as the legal framework does not make this same distinction. Furthermore,
the issue of protection against flooding due to glacier melt was excluded as it remains relatively
minor, and thus was, for the most part, reflected neither in actor activity nor in the legal framework.

Appendix B. Bipartite ERGM
The statistical and conceptual foundations of ERGMs have been described succinctly elsewhere
(Lusher et al. 2012). ERGMs can be thought of as complex, auto-logistic regression models (Robins
et al. 2011) estimating the likelihood of a tie depending on factors that are both exogenous and
endogenous to a network. The latter property in particular makes ERGMs an appropriate choice for
modeling data conceptualized in network form. Interdependent structures are endemic to
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networks, which violate the standard regression assumption that autocorrelation is absent from the
data. In networks, the likelihood of a tie often depends on the presence or absence of other ties. For
example, a tie may depend on network-endogenous processes such as triadic closure, or exogenous
factors such as homophily, where actors of the same kind are more likely to form ties. Such
interdependencies makes it necessary to explicitly model interdependent processes, if they can be
expected, and for which ERGMs are designed (Fig. A1).
Our main modeling goal was to measure the remaining extent of association between law- and
actor-based issue integration once we controlled for a host of other factors we expected would, in
theory, profoundly influence the distribution of an actor's attention to different issues. We create
an edge covariate for every actor-issue tie reflecting the similarity between issues (Metz et al. 2018
for an analogous approach). The resulting model coefficient indicates the degree to which the
likelihood of an actor being active in an issue increases for another issue, if the legal framework
links both issues.
We include two groups of factors as control variables. First, we consider exogenous factors rooted
in the diversity of actors involved in water governance. On the one hand, it is likely that different
types of actors systematically differ with regards to the number and diversity of issues with which
they engage. For example, higher-level administrative agencies are often active in numerous issues
as they constitute umbrella organizations that host a number of divisions, which, taken together,
exhibit a wide range of responsibilities. In comparison, service providers such as water or energy
(hydropower) utilities are more likely to focus on their narrow specialty rather than engage in a
broader range of tasks. Due to the uneven distribution of actor types among issues, such differences
in activity can distort the overall conclusions drawn regarding the extent of actor-based integration.
In other words, some issues are more likely to be connected to others based on actor activity, solely
because more actors who are active across a broad array of topics work on those issues. On the other
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hand, homophilious processes might lead actors of a certain type to disproportionally handle issues
where other actors of the same type are also active. Such clustering of actors of the same type around
certain issues can distort conclusions about actor-based integration in the same way that uneven
distributions of activity among actor types can.
Second, we consider endogenous factors due to the non-random peculiarities of the data structure
we model. These factors predominantly account for the variation in the degree to which actors are
active in water governance. It is likely that few actors are active in multiple issues, which leads to
a skewed degree distribution among actors. Conversely, the bipartite network specifying actor-issue
relationships comprises more actors working solely on a single issue than a random network of the
same density would contain, for which we also control. Additionally, we control for a general
propensity for clustering in the network in the form of a geometrically decaying non-edgewise
shared partner term.
The results of the bipartite exponential random graph model are summarized in Fig. A1. The goal
of the statistical modeling was to assess the validity of statements claiming an association between
actor-based and law-based integration, as numerous confounding factors could be at play. The
results illustrate that statements regarding such an association are likely to be valid, based on the
positive value of the edge covariate for issue association in the law framework. This implies that
actors are more likely to be active in an issue if they are already active in a second issue which is
highly associated with the first in the law framework, keeping all other variables constant.
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Figure A1 Coefficient plot illustrating results of the bipartite exponential random graph modeling
to assess extent of the association between actor-based and law-based integration when controlling
for other possible factors influencing actor attention on issues.

Figure A2 illustrates goodness of fit diagnostics, which indicate that the model adequately
reproduces a set of network properties that are not explicitly modeled. The six panels indicate
common auxiliary network statistics.
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Figure A2 Endogenous goodness of fit diagnostics.
Note: The six panels show common auxiliary network statistics. Black lines represent the observed
network. Gray boxplots portray results for 500 simulated networks based on the model.
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